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Four New Works Added To...

GALE'S CONCORDANCE SERIES

A Concordance to the Poems of Alexander Pope


The 20,892-entry concordance is based on the standard edition of Pope, the 10-volume Twickenham Edition of The Poems of Alexander Pope, and contains all significant variants. The inclusion of Pope's translations of Homer's Iliad and Odyssey represents the first concordance to any English translation of these epics. The quoted lines, which were optically scanned from the Twickenham text, appear with upper and lower case letters, italics, accent marks, and all other textual features. Each entry is fully identified.

A Concordance to The Great Gatsby


The first concordance ever published for an American novel, this computer-generated work is based on the 1925 first-printing text emended by Professor Matthew J. Bruccoli in his Apparatus for a Definitive Edition of The Great Gatsby. For the convenience of users, the concordance contains a table keying page references in the widely-available Student's Edition to those in the first Scribner printing. Words in the Alphabetical Word Frequency List are given in context.

A Concordance to the Poetry of Langston Hughes


Covering all of Hughes' poetry, the computer-generated concordance will enable students to follow the themes, structural aspects, and complex patterns of imagery used by the poet laureate of Black American literature. The compilers always chose the most recent of the poet's numerous revisions for their text. Each entry includes a letter code indicating the poem and its source volume, followed by the line number.

A Concordance to the Complete Poetry of Stephen Crane


The compiler based his concordance on the text to Stephen Crane's Poems edited by Professor Fredson Bowers. This edition includes all of The Black Riders and War Is Kind as well as Crane's uncollected poetry. For standard entries in the computer-produced concordance, the key word is followed by the full lines of verse in which it appears, together with page and line references.

Gale's Concordance Series also includes...

- A Concordance to the Essays of Francis Bacon
- An Elizabeth Barrett Browning Concordance
- A Concordance to the Plays and Prefaces of Bernard Shaw
- An O'Neill Concordance
- A Concordance to the Sayings in Franklin's Poor Richard
- Paradise Lost: A Concordance

...write for the brochure describing all the concordances in the Series.

ALL GALE BOOKS ARE SENT ON FREE 30-DAY APPROVAL

GALE RESEARCH COMPANY

Book Tower • Detroit, Mich. 48226
remember these americans?

AMERICAN AUTOBIOGRAPHIES, SERIES I, 1676-1850
includes the autobiographies of nearly 400 persons living and traveling in America during these important years. Index included, catalog cards available. $2200

they're about to be joined by

AMERICAN AUTOBIOGRAPHIES, SERIES II, 1851-1900
available on a subscription basis, first shipment of 101 autobiographies ready in February 1975.

Please contact us for details.
Northern Micrographics, Inc., P.O. Box 1635, La Crosse, Wis. 54601 / Phone 608/782-4180

NORTHERN MICROGRAPHICS, INC.
NEW Up-To-Date Books
From Noyes Data

NOYES DATA has developed two new techniques of vital importance to those who wish to keep abreast of rapid changes in technology and business conditions: 1) our advanced publishing systems permit us to produce durably-bound books within a few months of manuscript acceptance; 2) our modern processing plant ships all orders on the day after they are received.

HARDCOVER BOOKS SPRING 1975

ENVIRONMENTAL SOURCES AND EMISSIONS HANDBOOK by M. Sittig: In this practical handbook the sources of pollutants are discussed fully. Operators, or potential operators, of processes which produce pollutants will find this volume quite useful. This book should help to define industry-wide emission practices and magnitudes. ISBN 0-8155-0568-X; $36

OFFSHORE DRILLING TECHNOLOGY by F.R. Carmichael: Presents over 190 different processes and equipment designs for all phases of modern offshore drilling techniques, including descriptions and uses of drilling ships, platforms, wellhead completions and a considerable number of very complex subsea facilities. The pecuniary interests, impacts, and high stakes involved in offshore drilling for petroleum are clearly revealed. ISBN 0-8155-0566-3; $36

POWDER COATINGS TECHNOLOGY by M.W. Ranney: Ecology, Economy, Efficiency are the banner headlines under which the paint industry is rapidly turning to solventless coating systems, with a high level of research and development efforts being directed toward powder coatings. These all-solids systems eliminate the cost of moving, storing, handling, and the energy required for evaporation of conventional coatings. ISBN 0-8155-0564-7; $36

OCEAN FLOOR MINING by J.S. Pearson: Ocean floor mining offers many advantages which are not possible with traditional land mining. As a whole new concept it lends itself readily to automation. Transportation by boat, so very desirable for mined ores, is available from the start. Although manganese nodules now occupy center stage on the undersea minerals scene, there are many other promising prospects. ISBN 0-8155-0569-8; $24

DRUG AND COSMETIC PACKAGING by R.C. Griffin Jr. and S. Sacharov: This compact volume contains an enormous amount of practical, basic information, indispensable to pharmaceutical and cosmetic firms. Every manufacturer of finished products in these fields must necessarily get involved in the development of successful packaging: selection of materials and package types, expiration dates and product compatibilities, the distribution cycle, and marketing requirements. ISBN 0-8155-0570-1; $18

FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JUICE PROCESSING by J.K. Paul: Practically every process in this book is oriented toward the ultimate goal of every juice manufacturer—to retain natural flavors and aromas and to retard indefinitely the formation of unnatural flavors, aromas or colors. Approved modern additives not only maximize stability, they also enhance the natural flavors. ISBN 0-8155-0565-5; $36

LIQUID CRYSTALS FOR ELECTRONIC DEVICES by E.L. Williams: Deals largely with the chemistry and practical preparation of liquid crystalline materials. Liquid crystals will soon be used for automotive instrument panels, flat television screens, and for window shades. Liquid crystals in living systems have an enormous potential. ISBN 0-8155-0567-1; $36
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